For nearly a century, Raymond has provided material handling solutions to thousands of companies in every major industry segment, resulting in extensive cross-industry experience that is second to none. We’ve led the material handling industry and literally “written the book” on innovation—from inventing the hydraulic hand pallet truck and the double-faced pallet, to revolutionizing the warehouse with the narrow aisle, and developing the breakthrough lift trucks that help your operations achieve their full potential.

Raymond and its authorized Sales and Service Centers work to serve you with consistent effort, enthusiasm and high quality. Our profit-boosting advice, proactive maintenance, fast service response, technical proficiency and comprehensive training ensures you get everything you need, everywhere you do business.

Whether you’re a local, regional, multi-location or national account customer, expect performance solutions tailored to your needs, including world-class programs for fleet management and optimization, consistent maintenance and service with response-time guarantees, technician and operator training, and much more.

**PALLET TRUCK THAT’S RIGHT FOR YOU**

**HAND PALLET TRUCKS**

**Unique Fork Frame Sizes – (Model LCS55)**
- Fork lengths of 36, 60, 72, 96 – inches
- Frame widths of 18, 20 ½, 27 – inches
- Load capacity lbs.: 5,500 evenly distributed
- One-piece leak-proof cast hydraulic pump

**Low/Ultra-Low Profile – (Models LCM50/LCU50)**
- Suitable for pallets or skids with low clearance openings
- Load capacity lbs.: 5,500
- 2-inch or 1 1/8-inch lowered fork height
- One-piece, leak-proof cast hydraulic pump

**4-Way Entry/Low Profile – (Models LCM4W/LCU4W)**
- Suitable for handling 4-way entry pallets easily in all 4 directions
- Load capacity lbs.: 5,000
- 2-inch or 1 1/4-inch lowered fork height
- Solid steel load rollers

**Heavy Duty Load Capacity – (Model LCS80)**
- Suitable for high load capacity
- Load capacity lbs.: 8,000
- Heavy duty hydraulic pump and reinforced frame
- Solid steel wheels and rollers

**Freezer/Galvanized – (Model LCF55)**
- Suitable for freezer/refrigerated applications
- Load capacity lbs.: 5,500
- Hot-dip galvanized fork frame
- One-piece, cast hydraulic pump with galvanized corrosion protection
- Glass-blasted frame finish for easy cleaning

**Complete Stainless Steel – (Model RJ50SS)**
- Suitable for wash down and corrosive environments
- Load capacity lbs.: 4,400
- Stainless steel fork frame and hydraulic pump
- Glass-blasted frame finish for easy cleaning
Power Start-Assist – (Model PST23)
- Reduces inertial resistance through an innovative labor-saving system
- Load capacity lbs.: 5,000
- Pump the handle to propel the load forward or reverse
- Powerthane drive wheels for high capacity and traction

Motorized Drive/Manual Lift – (Model PST+)
- Suitable for light-duty pallet movement and maneuverability
- Load capacity lbs.: 2,200
- 24V DC power drive unit
- 2x12V DC batteries and on-board automatic battery charger

Mobile Weigh Scale – (Model LHMSC)
- Combines weighing system with the mobility of a hand pallet truck
- Load capacity lbs.: 4,400
- Integrated display and control module
- Quick exchange battery provides 35 hours of use

Electric Skid Lifters – (Model RG30E)
- Provides portable ergonomic load-positioning and lifting
- Load capacity lbs.: 3,000
- Electric lift by 12V DC power pack
- Automatic on-board battery charger
- Available in manual lift (RG30M)

This guide merely highlights certain features of the described products. Additional information is available from product specific brochures and your authorized Raymond Sales and Service Center. Due to continuous product improvement, specifications are subject to change without notice. Some features shown are optional at extra cost. Raymond is a U.S. trademark of The Raymond Corporation.